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The reader will not fail to admire the fine work of tiie
bas-reliefs arranged round the room, and ^ he will easily
detect the remarkable evidences of Hellenic inspiration.
In the early Asoka period, as we have noted, the Buddha
is only symbolically represented—as, for instance, by a
sacred tree, or by hisTf ootsteps. When this reverend Reeling
of reluctance to depict the great one had passed away, the
Buddhist artists seem to have fixed on a traditional type,
so that the personal appearance of Buddha is reproduced
in art with conservative persistency. The statues of the
, Buddha generally represent him in three characteristic
attitudes—with hands clasped before the breast (teaching),
with hands interfolded and resting on sole of right fcot
(contemplating), touching the earth with tips of fingers,
while the left lies in his lap. This last position represent
the great one after his struggle beneath the Bodhi trees
calling the earth to witness his great renunciation. He is
generally represented as dressed in the sanigJiati or vest-
ment which covers the body of a Buddhist monk, reaching
to ankles, and leaving only the neck and head bare.
Dr. Bloch argues that " whenever we find a Buddhist
statue which has the right shoulder bare, this is to be taken
as a sign that the statue represents not a Buddha, but a
Bodhisatta." At the time of the struggle beneath the
tree, Gautama was a Bodhisatta, and not yet a Buddha.
Passing from the small corner room, we find ourselves
in a long gallery forming the south boundary of the
Museum. On our right are a series of recesses containing
collections of Buddhist remains from various places in
India.
In the first recess to the right—
Mathura—On the right bank of the Jumna, 35 miles North-West of Agra,
The Chinese pilgrim, Jfo-Hien, records that at the time of his visit, about
401 A. D., there were at Mathura 20 Buddhist monasteries and 3,000 monks,
0ft either side—
M. 1.   A Bacchanalian scene.
M. 2.   Bases of ten pillars discovered at M athura in 1860.
M. 3,   Fragment of a pillar of a Buddhist railing.   On the front face a
representation of the future Buddha leaving the side of his
princess, Yasodhara, to go forth as an ascetic.
M. 4.   Vertical half of a Buddhist railing—a woman standing  on the
head of a dwarf, and legs crossed,
M- &   Buddha-feet wanting.

